English for Financial Purposes
Develop your English skills, learn financial-specific vocabulary

Quatorial +10 Tutorials per week.
A tailored course of 17.5 Quatorial hours (maximum 4 students in a group) + 10 Tutorials per week (one-toone tuition focused on financial English), plus workshops aimed at developing students’ critical thinking skills.

Beyond language teaching

Key advantages of this OISE London programme

- Gain a greater range of professional and practical
vocabulary for doing business with English
speakers worldwide
- Project a clear and convincing message in English
- Learn techniques for communicating
professionally and dealing with effective
negotiations
- Improve presentation skills and the ability to
analyse statistics

- OISE as a leading UK language group has more
than 40 years of experience in the sector
- Personalised coaching programme tailor-made to the
student’s level
- Whether in a Quatorial or a Tutorial, each session
corresponds to clearly defined objectives
- 32.5 hours per week of the Quatorial Programme
including 10 hours per week of financial-specific
tutorials
- Accommodation available in a superior homestay,
hotel or residence

For any further information, please contact us:
OISE London, 12 Buckingham Street, London WC2N 6DF
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7631 0511 Fax: +44 (0)20 7323 1416

london@oise.com

www.oise.com

English for Finance sample course content

Presenting statistical information
Pronunciation of financial and numerical terms
Describing trends and patterns from financial data
Highlighting key statistical information

Meetings
Interrupting / clarifying
Confirming / Persuading
Diplomatic language
Expressing opinions
Team Building

Negotiations
Offering
Accepting
Rejecting
Compromising
Summarising

Presentations
Stress and intonation
Voice projection and body language
Emphasis & repetition
Establishing rapport with an audience
Using visual aids effectively

Examples of Financial topics covered
Banking
Spreadsheets and profit & loss
Bank reconciliation
Budgeting
Mergers & Acquisitions
Financial forecasting
Debt collection/management
Previous clients include: KPMG, Ernst & Young, HSH Nordbank and Price Waterhouse Cooper.
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